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ABSThACT 

This research examines the organization of the field 

artillery battalion, 8", self-propelled, and Its effective- 

ness In a tactical nuclear envlronment--European theater. The 

field artillery's requirements for accuracy, command and con- 

trol, service support and target acquisition are discussed In 

detail. To determine the battalion's operational parameters 

particular emphasis Is given to the enemy threat, divisional 

defensive operations and the field artillery techniques to 

support those operations. Further, It Is ascertained that dis- 

persion, responsiveness and austerity of units are of paramount 

Importance on the nuclear battlefield and do Impact upon the 

battalion's organizational effectiveness. 

Three possible battalion configurations are examined, 

weighing the advantages and disadvantages of each. These con- 

figurations are, in turn, compared to the current battalion or- 

ganization. The comparison reveals that the current organi- 

zation is capable, but Inefficient. Additionally, it is found 

that many personnel and equipment assets are misutilized. Fi- 

nally, an optimal battalion organization is proposed that elim- 

inates the current Inefficiencies without exceeding current 

manpower and materiel authorizations. 
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CHAPTER I 

BASIS POR CHANGE 

Introduction 

The basic mission of all field artillery organizations 

is to provide fire support to the ground gaining arms. In 

order to accomplish this mission the field artillery must be 

responsive to two masters: those forces engaged in actual 

combat and the overall force commander. Therefore, to sup- 

port a division, the field artillery must provide accurate 

and timely fire support to the combat battalions while at the 

same time responding to the orders of the division commander. 

The organization of existing field artillery assets 

into a unit that will optimize supporting fires must be a 

driving force toward mission accomplishment. However, the 

unit thus organized must retain the flexibility to adapt to 

the vagaries of the battlefield and conform to the commander's 

tactical requirements, regardless of the division supported 

or the envisioned battlefield. It is virtually impossible 

to design any organization which is equally effective for all 

possible contingencies. Therefore, this study is limited to 

the most strategijealiy important theater of operations- 

Europe. 

 . i_?  -~* 

 ■ 
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Problem 

To determine the optimal organization (Table of Organ- 

ization and Equipment) of the field artillery battalion (8". 

self-propelled) in support of the armored and Infantry (me- 

chanized) division on a tactical nuclear battlefield In the 

European theater« 

Rationale 

Current international agreements, protocols and trea- 

ties, particularly N.A.T.O., present possibilities of nu- 

clear warfare for which the United States Army must be pre- 

pared. Accordingly, the European theater was selected as the 

locale of a tactical nuclear conflict. Europe Is the only 

location in the world where the United States daily faces a 

potential enemy of numerical superiority, and both forces are 

armed with nuclear weapons. 

The 8", self-propelled field artillery battalion was se- 

lected for examination since it is common to the divisions 

currently deployed in Europe. Additionally, the armored and 

Infantry (mechanized) divisions comprise the preponderance of 

U.S. Army combat forces. 

Though the nature of warfare may not have changed since 

World War II and Korea, the battlefield has become increasingly 

complex. Today's weapons are more lethal and range farther. 

Forces are more responsive, strategically and tactically, than 

those of even ten years ago. Yet the years of technological 

i 
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change have not seen any fundamental changes In field artil- 

lery organization.1 The basic field artillery battallon-a 

headquarters and headquarters battery, a service battery and 

three firing batteries—has not changed for at least forty 

years.2 In fact, there are striking similarities between 

today's battalion and the horse-drawn 75mm howitzer battalion 

of 1930.3 It does not automatically follow that the current 

organization is obsolete. However, the organization's effec- 

tiveness on the modern battlefield is at least open to ques- 

tion. 

Our Viet Nam experience demonstrated that there were 

shortcomings in the current organization-fire direction per- 

sonnel strengths had to be increased, the artillery survey 

mission was redirected, and firing batteries approached lo- 

gistical self-sufficiency. However, the prolonged Viet Nam 

conflict allowed time for a trial and error determination of 

the required organizational modifications. 

It is uncertain whether a future European war would be- 

gin with nuclear warheads or whether there would be a tran- 

sition from conventional to nuclear war. In either case, there 

would be little time to rectify organizational shortcomings. 

There Is no history of tactical nuclear warfare to gulrte us. 

There are no volumes of "lessons learned" to prepare us. The 

field artillery units in Europe today must be fully capable 

of providing effective fire support during either type of con- 

flict, 

3 ' 
■ 
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Scope 

The purpose of this research is to examine the ability 

of the battalion, and all its essential sub-elements, to func- 

tion effectively in a nuclear environment. The research is 

directed toward an organization capable of providing effective 

fire support to the division while in the normal role of Gen- 

eral Support, General Support-Reinforcing or Beinforcing ar- 

tillery. 

The materiel analysis of the battalion will be limited 

to the distribution of currently authorized vehicles, commun- 

ication's items and crew-served weapons. The personnel anal- 

ysis will likewise be limited to the distribution of current 

personnel authorizations. This research will not analyze the 

usage of any specific item of equipment. 

Assumptions 

1. That the mission as currently stated in TOE 6-395H, 

will not change on the nuclear battlefield, 

2, That any proposed organization, or changes to the 

existing organization, must not exceed the overall numerical 

manpower and personnel assets currently authorized. 

Methodology 

Chapter II is a discussion of the general requirements 

or functions that the battalion must fulfill in order to ac- 

complish its assigned mission. Tables of the currently 

i I 
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authorlred personnel and equipment assets ere provided. Chap- 

ter III describes the threat, the envisioned battlefield of 

a division enfcaged in defensive operations and the field ar- 

tillery techniques planned to support the operation. 

Chapter IV discusses the field artillery battalion's 

operational requirements and examines a variety of possible 

battalion organizations, listing the advantages and disadvan- 

tages of each. Finally, Chapter V compares these organiza- 

tions with the current battalion configuration and selects 

the optimal organization. 

. 

•» 
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CHAPTiSB  II 

BEQUIHEMENTS 

unite 
The mission as stated in the current TOE is as follows: 

To provide artillery fires Jo include nuclear in 

other field artillery united 

The battalion also has directed and l-plled responslbllltlee 

that »ust he mt.    Failure In any one area would seriously de- 

grade the hattallonU ahlllty to aooonpllsh Its stated »Isslon. 

Those responslhllltle. or requirements Identified are only 

those eonsldered to he the n^or or most significant areas. 

One hundred percent mobile In organic vehicles.2 

This statement requires the battalion to be aWe to carry aU 

TOE Items, the basic load of ammunition and all other supplies 

and equipment for combat at any one tlme.3 «.. oattallon-s 

mobility must be at least equal to the mobility of the sup- 

ported force.'' The vehicles provided do give the artillery 

battalion the required mobility. 

rgrim"^ ftVlrt Cgntrol 

The battalion Is required to provide Its portion of the 

artillery command and control.5 ThlB In Itself provides little 

or no InslBht Into the necessity for command and control of the 

i*e!*~'~~--*ZZZi**Mi n- ir i mm\ 
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battalion or of the subordinate firing unite. There are two 

Blgnifleant and distinct aspects of command and control. 

First, there Is that portion dedicated to the administrative, 

logistical and tactical needs of the battalion. These needs 

are similar, if not identical, to those of any combat oattal- 

ion. In essence, the commander must be responsive to the needs 

of his subordinates and of his superiors and must provide ad- 

equate support and tactical direction to the subordinate ele- 

ments.  In order to accomplish these tasks the commander must 

have a staff that is both effective and responsive while not 

becoming outsized or cumbersome. 

The second aspect is that of fire control and coordina- 

tion. This aspect does not conform to the chain of command 

standard of other units. A request for fire may originate at 

any combat element and may be passed directly to the delivery 

unit or may flow up the chain as high as division and then 

back down the artillery channels to the delivery unit. The 

exact flow of a particular fire request depends entirely on the 

type of fire requested and upon the mission assigned to the 

battalion. This breaking of the chain is required in order to 

provide timeliness in fire support. This does not mean that 

the chain of command is unnecessary. More precisely, the ar- 

tillery battalion has a responsibility to provide a means of 

timely fire support to the supported force. 
■ 

Communications 

As with command and control, there are two distinct 
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communications reouirements for the artillery battalion:  com- 

munications with the supported force and communications with 

the next higher artillery headquarters. These requirements 

generate two communications systems that are complimentary and 

each provides the other a limited backup. 

Today's tactical radio nets provide a rapid means of 

communications and are the simplest to establish. However, the 

current Soviet emphasis on ECM and neutralization of artillery, 

once located, preclude radio from being the sole communications 

medium. Additionally, the danger of electromagnetic pulse (EMI-) 

-blackouts- and possible BMP damage to radio sets dictate that 

other means of communications be established to act as either 

the primary means or as a backup to radio communications.0 Tac- 

tical wire communications is the only current means available 

that has both the speed and flexibility of radio communications. 

The drawback to tactical wire communications is that the estao- 

lishment and maintenance of the system is time consuming and 

necessitates the dedication of both men and materiel assets. 

Tftctical/Tftfthnical F^re Control 

Tactical fire control is basically the commander's tac- 

tical employment of one or more subordinate firing units. 

This control includes establishing priorities of fire, selec- 

tion of targets, designation of which unit(s) will fire and 

the allocation of ammunition."? The battalion commander is 

usually the lowest echelon of tactical fire control with the 

8 
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division or coroß beinp the highest echelon. 

Technical fire control is simply the process by which re- 

quests for fire support are converted to firing data and com- 

mands for the weapons themselves.8 Technical fire control Is 

accomplished at the lowest echelon possible, and rarely occurs 

hipher than battalion level. 

Nuclear fire requests are generally controlled as excep- 

tions to standard practice. Both technical and tactical fire 

control for nuclear weapons is accomplished at the highest 

level possible.9 This means that the firing unit must have a 

certain built-in flexibility, the flexibility to respond to 

both conventional and nuclear fire requests from as many as 

three different agencies. 

Maintenance and Logistics 

The mobility requirement cannot be continuously ful- 

filled unless there is viable maintenance of the vehicles which 

provide the mobility. Likewise, inadequate logistic support 

would soon cause the battalion to grind to a halt due to a lack 

of ammunition, fuel or spare parts. 

Without the M-110 howitzer the battalion cannot accom- 

plish its mission. The failure of any other single type equip- 

ment may cause a serious degradation in the battalion's capa- 

bilities, but not the loss of mission effectiveness. There- 

fore, the howitzer should receive the primary focus of main- 

tenance efforts. The capability to adequately maintain the 

yu«.   .  ^.■-^-■-.^■■^■~^^ifi.^^^ II m fliiiiflMiTiiiiihiiri^^ i ^r 
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howitzer must then be either an Integral part of the firing 

unit or rearilly accessible to the unit. 

The logistics Impact on the battalion's effectiveness Is 

as important as maintenance. The requirement for ammunition, 

fuel and spare parts cannot be understated. The resupply of 

these critical items is vital to the oattallon's mission accom- 

plishment. However, the battalion must use its own vehicular 

assets in order to procure and distribute these supplies.10 

Often the distances between the supply points and the using 

units are extreme.  Personal experience has shown that distances 

of 25km or more are common. This is primarily due to the cur- 

rent combat service support doctrine.  That is, ammunition sup- 

ply points located near the division rear boundry and service 

support facilities for the battalion normally located In the di- 

vision rear area. 

Ml  of these factors make it all the more imperative that 

the battalion's logistics element be designed to speed the flow 

to the using units.  Because of the tonnages involved, especially 

ammunition, the logistics element of the oattalion should be tai- 

lored with primary consideration given to Class I. Class III, 

Class V and Class IX supplies. 

Target AcoulRitinp 

Currently there are two means with which the field ar- 

tillery locates the enemy. The first is to provide a forward 

observer from the battalion to the committed combat battalions, 

10 
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as is the practice of direct support artillery units. The 

sacond method is to provide the combat battalions and other 

target acauisition elements a communications link to the 8" ar- 

tillery battalion. 

Both methods have advantages and disadvantages and It Is 

beyond the scope of this research to determine which is best. 

However, one must bear in mind that the forward observer method 

is expensive in manpower/equipment assets, while the communi- 

cations method costs the battalion response time. Whichever 

method is utilized, it must be selected only after careful con- 

sideration is given to the trade-off between time and manpower. 

Both are expensive, particularly in combat. 

Accuracy and Survey Control 

All artillery weapon systems have their inherent inacur- 

acies. However, through extensive engineering efforts these 

inaccuracies are constantly being reduced. Obviously the fewer 

the inaccuracies, or the smaller the dispersion pattern of the 

weapon, the greater the probability of effectively engaging 

any particular target. The increasing accuracy of modern ar- 

tillery does not necessarily tell tha whole story. There are 

those aspects of artillery accuracy that cannot, at least pres- 

ently, be engineered away. The minute differences in the weight» 

size ard performance of the propellant and the projectile affect 

accuracy. Temperature, humidity and wind can alter the pro- 

jectile's trajectory significantly. While these are problems 

11 
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that the engineers are unable to correct, through data collec- 

tion and computation their effects can be minimized. 

Accuracy then hinges upon any errors in determining the 

locations of both the weapon and the target.  This problem has 

been partly solved by extending horizontal, vertical and direc- 

tional control from a mown point to the howitzer position. 

Currently, this is accomplished by artillery survey parties who 

must physically traverse the ground between the two locations. 

However, without accurate target locations, regardless of the 

accuracy of the howitzer locations, effective fires cannot be 

delivered. 

The burden is then placed upon the target acquisition 

means for accuracy in reporting seen or detected targets. This 

in turn creates a requirement for accurately determining the 

location of the target acquisition means. Likewise, a require- 

ment is created for reducing errors between the means and the 

target. A chain is thus created of potential inaccuracies—how- 

itzer location, observer location and target location. Elimin- 

ation of any one inaccuracy will reduce the probability of com- 

pounding the error and correspondingly bring the system closer 

to error-free. The ideal would be exact locations of each, 

however, the ideal Is seldom achieved. 

Resources 

The total assets available to the battalion are broken 

down into two broad categories: manpower and materiel. Further, 

12 
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In ooth categories only the total numerical assets within the 

battalion have been identified. The manpower assets, Table II-l 

has been further divided into subgroupings of Officers and En- 

listed with differentiation made oetween those personnel hold- 

ing field artillery related MOS's and those personnel trained 

in other specialties. 

The materiel category, Table II-2, has been limited to 

those major items of eouitmient related to mobility, communica- 

tions and firepower.  Items of equipment that are authorized on 

a personnel, position art? or section related basis have been 

omitted in order to simplify the discussion of asset utilization. 

Items of equipment in current development, such as the 

M110E2, losition-Azlmuth Determination System (PADS), Tactical 

Fire Direction Center (TACFIHE) etc., are not considered germane 

in that those items will not Influence the organizational dis- 

cussion. Newer items will, of course, increase the speed, range 

and flexibility of the battalion, but are not now forseen to 

make radical changes upon the organization.  Their impact upon 

the overall organization, however, should be studied once the 

items are fielded. 

13 
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Table II-l 
. 

■ 12 

FA 

Manrower 

NON-FA 

GRADE MOS MOS 

LTC 1 
M> 

RAJ 2 
1* 
2*#: CPT 

LT 
10 
11 

WO m 
• 

OFFICER: 24 5 

CSM 1 
2 

*! 24 
49 
139 

1SG/MSG 
SFC 
SSG 
SGT/SP5 

I 
22 
25 

S?k  thru PVT 201 
■ 

ENLISTED: 260 226 

TOTAL 

1 
2 
U 
13 
2 

1 
9 
16 
46 

340 

486 

Total Assets 

OFFICER 2l 
WARRANT OFFICER --2 
ENLISTED- -486 

Technician 

mm ,lMMi- -'  __ mam 
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Table I1-2 

EQuipment 

1, Vehicles 

Nomenclature Model 

Truck, Utility, aton M151 
Trailer, Cargo (at.) 

Truck, Cargo, It ton       , K56I 
•Trailer, Cargo (at.) 

Truck, Cargo, 2i ton M35A2 
Trailer, Cargo (lit.) 
Trailer, Water 

Truck, Van, 2^ ton M109A 

Truck, Cargo, f3 ton M520 

Truck, w/recker, 10 ton M553 

Carrier, Cargo, 6 ton M548 

Carrier, C.P. «51? 

Recovery Vehicle 11578 

Hecovcry Vehicle M88 

2, Weapons 

Nomenclature Model 

Howitzer, 8", SP M-110 

Machlnegun, Cal, 50 jM2 

Machinegun, 7.62mm M60 

Launcher, Grenade, 40ram M203 

Total 

18 
3 

21 
1 

20 
8 
5 

3 

18 

1 

12 

5 

2 

1 

Total 

12 

15 

31 

39 

♦Trailers mounted with generators for AN/GRC-Hf2 not Included. 

15 
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Table  II-ü cont. 

3, Comnunication/Electronlcs 

Nomenclature 

PADAC 
Radio Set 
Radio Set 
Radio Set 
Radio Set 
Radio Set 
Radio Set 
Remote Set 
Switchboard 
Telephone 
Telephone 
TSEC 
TSEC 
TSEC 

Model 

M16 
AN/GRC-142 
AN/PHC-77 
AN/VhC-^6 
AN/VRC-47 
AN/VHC-49 
AN/VhC-6^ 
AN/GHA-39 
SB-22/PT 
TA-26if/PT 
TA-312/PT 

K^-7 
KW-38 
KWK-28 

Total 

3 
6 

8 
2 

8b 

10 

16 
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Chapter III 

TACTICAL NÜC1EAR WAR:  iüBOPEAK THEATER 

The Threat 

There are two threats which may be addressed. The first 

is the threat of an outbreak of hostilities In Europe. Al- 

though NATO and the Warsaw Pact deny any intention of Initi- 

ating an attack, there must be some perception by both that 

the other may become the aggressor. Without such a perception 

both alliances become pointless. Numerous articles and books 

have beer, published that deal with the viability of the alli- 

ances, the probability of conflict, the polltcal conditions 

which might lead to war and, if there is to be a nuclear war, 

who will commit thenselves to first use.1 This then is the po- 

litical threat in Europe today. However, to those engaged in 

actual combat the polltcal threat no longer matters. After the 

outbreak of war the commander must deal with the tactical threat. 

If the political threat cannot be quantified, the tactical 

threat can. It is very easy to see that numerically Warsaw Pact 

combat forces far outweigh similar forces in NATO. A rough com- 

parison shows that the Warsaw Pact holds a 3 to 1 ratio in com- 

bat power over NATO.2 This superiority is in men, tanks and 

aircraft. In rather simple terms this means that each U.S. 

—"-—"—-'•"-   - -•■   
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division will face at least three Warsaw Pact divisions, ue- 

pendinp upon the type U.S. division and upon the mix of the 

Warsaw Pact divisions (tank or motorized), the enemy will have 

approximately a 2 to 1 superiority in men and 4 to 1 in tanks 

and artillery.^ NATO holds a numerical superiority in only 

one aspect of combat power, tactical nuclear warheads. 

NATO's nuclear superiority on the battlefield does not 

necessarily equate to combat parity. The Warsaw Pact has two 

options in order to maintain superiority and preclude NATO's 

use of tactical nuclear weapons. The first is to match any 

nuclear use by NATO and to escalate with the same basic options 

presented NATO. The seconc option is to destroy, conventionally, 

NATO's nuclear delivery means prior to either side's first use.5 

NATO has two counter-options. To protect the nuclear 

weapons and their delivery systems or to commit itself to first 

use of nuclear warheads.  Of these, only the protection option 

would seem viable. This option, though, presents even greater 

challenges since the division's organic nuclear delivery sys- 

tems are also the division's conventional field artillery. To 

utilize the divisional artillery in a normal fire support role 

means a greater risk in their detection and subsequent des- 

truction.6 Conversely, holding the artillery in a naclear re- 

serve means the loss of a major portion of the division's com- 

bat power.7 The division commander must then carefully weigh 

the trade-offs between risk and protection, conventional and 
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nuclear fire power. 

The Division Battlefield 

A discussion or description of the divisional battlefield 

during a nuclear war can be only an exploratory exercise* His- 

tory is replete with examples of the failure of armies to re- 

vise tactics in the face of new arms. However, history has 

never had to deal with any new arms as destructive as the nuclear 

warhead.  Since there is presently no historical basis for nu- 

clear warfare, the tactics to be employed must be derived from 

a logical expansion of current tactics. 

Were a future European war fought without use of nuclear 

warheads, then it would follow that conventional tactics would 

be employed by both belligerents. However, the possible intro- 

duction of nuclear weapons by either of the opposing forces re- 

quires that both adopt different battle formations. Addition- 

ally, since the level of nuclear exchange cannot be predeter- 

mined, each commander must respond to the nuclear threat within 

his zone of influence. 

Dispersion 

Current tactical doctrine emphasizes the dispersion of 

friendly units to reduce their vulnerability to an enemy's 
o 

nuclear weapons.  Depending upon the enemy's nuclear capa- 

bility, the distance between adjacent companies would be approx- 
9 

imately 2,500 meters.  When expanded to a divisional level, 
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the result is a frontage of anywhere between 36 and 50 kilom- 

eters with a comparable Increase in depth.10 In comparison, 

a division's frontage in World war II was approximately 6 to 

10 kilometers.11 Such wide frontages are, of course, planned 

for wars in which nuclear fires are the dominant feature of the 

battlefield.12 However, should the battle revert to a non-nu- 

clear or non-active nuclear environment, then the forces must 

be able to reduce their frontages or risk defeat in detail. 

Task Organization 

The exact task organization of the brigades within a di- 

vision will, of course, be determined by the commander in rela- 

tion to the assigned mission and the combat units available. 

However, the present day concept of combined arms teams, that 

is infantry heavy or armor heavy task forces, is extended to 

the nuclear battlefield.^ This includes the positioning of 

combat support and combat service support units well forward 

with the brigades in the forward defense area.llf Other support 

units are to be located deep In the division's rear area.1 

Finally, current tactical doctrine emphasizes the mobility 

of combat forces.16 This requirement becomes even more apparent 

in light of the wide dispersion of units within the division 

zone. Further, the need for mobility is not limited to those 

units engaged in combat nor to the reserves or counterattacking 

forces. The distances between units and their corresponding 

service support units places added emphasis upon mobility. 
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Unfortunately, there may be extended periods when nuclear wea- 

pon's effects will preclude effective movement,1^ 

Movement 

The increased distances between units on the nuclear bat- 

tlefield, both laterally and in depth, will necessitate a cor- 

responding Increase movement on the battlefield. Maneuver 

units will have to traverse more terrain In order to close with 

the enemy. Likewise, logistical elements will have to contend 

with longer supply routes in order to maintain the combat units. 

However, due to the proliferation of ground surveillance elec- 

tronics, any movement is subject to detection and therefore de- 

struction. There are, of course, many active and passive coun- 

termeasures that will reduce the effectiveness of electronic 

surveillance. It is quite possible that these countermeasures 

will be able to mask the movement of combat forces or at least 

reduce the probability of an effective response, 

Countermeasures alone do not solve the problem of Bove- 

ment, although they play a significant role. Another logical 

step would be to reduce the amount of vehicular movement within 

the division area. Since it would be foolish to sacrifice com- 

bat maneuver, the only alternative would be to reduce logis- 

tical traffic. This wc;ad require a decrease in the combat 

unit's dependency on external support. Such an increase In a 

unit's self-sustaining capability would certainly reduce the 

frequency of logistical movement, if not the quantity. The 
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units' increased logistics capability may also present an in- 

creased capability for prolonged combat. During periods when 

effective movement is precluded due to nuclear strikes, the 

probability of any unit exhausting its fuel and ammunition re- 

sources would be greatly reduced. 

Any increase in a unit's logistics capability will cer- 

tainly cause a corresponding increase in the size of the unit 

in both men and equipment. Therefore, care must be exercised in 

determining what changes are appropriate. Otherwise, any ad- 

vantages envisioned will be more than offset by having a unit 

too large and too cumbersome to be employed effectively. 

The Defense 

Although tactical nuclear weapons may be used in ooth 

offensive and defensive operations, current HATO doctrine is 

based on a "forward defense,"18 This doctrine conveys the in- 

tent to "...defend all allied territory in Europe."19 Addi- 

tionally, revised U.S. doctrine intimates that tactical nu- 

clear weapons would be employed just prior to the collapse of 

conventional defensive operations.20 Neither NATO nor U.S. 

doctrines have precluded the use of nuclear warheads in attacks 

by fire or in counterattacks to restore the frontier, however, 

21 
both doctrines do assume an initial defensive posture. 

Defensive Tactics 

There are currently two accepted forms of defense; mobile 
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22 
defense and the pofitlon or area defense.   Additionally, 

there are proposalB for new defensive doctrines, the flexible 

defense, forward oriented defense or the attrition area defcuse. 

These proposals are hoped to be a doctrinal answer to the nu- 

merically superior threat in Europe and elsewhere. Anti-armor, 

air defense and urban combat tactics and techniques are also re- 

ceiving; great attention in an effort to provide greater under- 

standing and expertise in future warfare. 

In any case, the tactics to be employed in Europe cannot 

be predetermined. The commander will adopt a form of defense 

in keeping with his assigned mission, the terrain, available 

forces and the enemy threat. The defense may be single tactic 

or a combination of tactics, and may be on the standard or ex- 

tended frontages previously mentioned. Therefore, it is readily 

apparent that all units must have the inherent flexibility to 

adapt to the tactical environment with no loss of combat effec- 

tiveness. 

The problems of tactics, dispersion and movement may be 

further compounded by an envisioned change in command and con- 

trol procedures; brigades controlling the conventional defense 

23 
while the division and corps control nuclear assets. J    The 

general support battalion must now be prepared to "...be placed 

under control of brigades for conventional fires."^ In this 

regard, it would not be inconceivable to find one or more of 

the battalion's firing batteries attached to different maneuver 
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hriF8des,2^ Nuclear weapons employment will be directed by es- 

tablishinK "...direct communicatione between division artillery 

and the designated nuclear fire unite."   For the field ar- 

tillery, this dichotomy will mean even greater demands for or- 

ganizational flexibility. 

Field Artillery Techniques 

The current fundamentals of field artillery tactics are 

sound. The nuclear battlefield should not present any param- 

eters requiring major modifications cT these fundamentals. 

However, revision of the artillery techniques practiced today 

may be required. The dispersion, movement limitations and com- 

mand/control requirements of the battlefield already pose sig- 

nificant problems in mission execution. There is also the pro- 

blem of survivability since the field artillery is first in pri- 

ority for early detection and destruction by Warsaw Pact for- 

ces.27 Therefore, the artillery must provide continuous con- 

ventional and nuclear fire support while concurrently remaining 

undetected and relatively invulnerable to counter-fires. 

There have been various techniques proposed in an effort 

to solve the problems envisioned—the Split Battery, Dedicated 

Battery and the Silent Gun. In order to fully understand these 

proposals it is important to first discuss the techniques cur- 

rently practiced. Although the discussion is limited to the 

firing battery Itself, the role of the parent battalion cannot 

be overlooked. Therefore, bear in mind that the techniques are 

24 
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those avalUMe to tW battalion, not the firing -ttery. 

G|ov,Hftrri battery 

The ter. -standard battery- Is used to oharaoterl« those 

taotica! e^ploy^ent functions of the flrlng battery as cur- 

rentiy praotlced and tested. Basically, the nrlng battery 

acccpushes positional survey control, technical fire control. 

eom.unlcatlons and Its own self-defense, while providing a por- 

tion of the battallon-s nuclear and conventional fire support 

meavs.2S    «hen emPloyed as a part of the battalion, the standard 

hattery has the »cans to acccpllsh a wide variety of e.ploy.ent 

technlcues.^ However, the battery Is totaHy dependent upon 

the battalion for tactical fire control, logistics and the ac- 

quisition or designation of targets. 

If the aisperslon requlre.enteare accurately forecast, 

then the distances between the battery and Its battalion head- 

ouanters will olace severe demands on co^unlcatlons alone. 

The distances .ay Impact even .ore on the ability of the bat- 

..... in^nt-ics and maintenance support to 
tallon to provide adequate logistics ana 

the firing battery. Additionally. If a battery were attached to 

another unit, as proposed.^ then outside (battalion) au^en- 

.HöH  thereby reducing the effectiveness of 
tation must be provided, thereoy reau 

the battalion's support to the other firing units.       

All of the aforementioned limitations are, primarily. 

*««i  AR such they can be identified 
those of command and control. As sucn, T-n y 

v-«^  However any correction of these 
and corrected as encountered.  However, any 
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difficulties will not have solved the basic problem of survi- 

vability on the nuclear battlefield. The techniques described 

below are the results of efforts to cope with just that problem. 

Dedicated Battery 

This technique is simply an extention of the standard bat- 

tery employment criteria into a hostile nuclear environment. 

The basic context is that the division would designate a cer- 

tain number of firing units (batteries) as nuclear fire units. 

The units so designated would respond to nuclear fire missions 

only. It is logical to assume that these units would remain 

undetected until they had fired their nuclear missions; and that 

the destruction they had imposed upon the enemy would preclude 

any significant counter-fires. The major limitation to this 

technique is the reduction of available conventional fire sup- 

port—as much as one third of the divisional artillery. 

Split aattery 

This concept is the result of an effort to reduce the 

artillery's vulnerability without sacrificing available fire 

support.^31 Basically, the firing battery disperses into two 

equal firing elements. The dispersion would thereby reduce 

the probability of destruction by a single nuclear weapon. 

While sound in theory, experiences in Viet Nam have demonstrated 

serious deficiencies in the employment of split batteries. Most 

serious is the lack of fire direction personnel and equipment 
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to conduct technical fire control at each element. If each 

element were to fire nuclear as well as conventional munitions, 

then additional manpower and equipment would be required for 

communications and security as a minimum. 

Silent Ciun 

The siXent gun technique is a blendlnp of the dedicated 

and split battery concepts. Under this procedure each firing 

battery would dedicate a highly trained and selected gun section 

to the nuclear delivery role. The gun section, with a small 

command group, security and special weapons elements, would 

displace to an isolated firing position. The advantages of the 

split battery's dispersion and the dedicated battery's undetect- 

ability would be realized with this concept. Since fire control 

could be exercised at either battery, battalion or division ar- 

tillery levels, the need for additional manpower would be mini- 

mal. However, there is a loss of conventional fire support 

availability, 

"Shoot and Scoot" 

This technique uses mobility to decrease vulnerability. 

As proposed, once an artillery unit fired a nuclear round it 

would rapidly displace to a new position to preclude counter- 

fires. Shoot and scoot could, therefore, be a variant equally 

applicable to any of the artillery techniques previously dis- 

cussed. However, when nuclear weapons are to be released as a 
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package, within certain time constraints,^ the simultaneous 

movement of the artillery could present an attacker many lu- 

crative targets. 

Use of Artillery Techniques 

The discussion of the various techniques available to the 

artillery is not intended to determine which option is best for 

the envisioned battlefield.  Each technique has its inherent 

strengths, as well as weaknesses. The adoption of any partic- 

ular technique will be dependent upon the commander's assessment 

of mission, enemy and terrain. Any one, or all of the techniques 

discussed, may be applicable to the situation and battle at hand. 

Therefore, the field artillery must be equipped, trained and or- 

ganized to provide continuous fire support regardless of the 

tactics and techniques employed. 

The Scenario's Imract on Organization 

The basic field artillery requirements addressed in Chap- 

ter II and the preceding discussion of battlefield dynamics and 

proposed artillery techniques, demonstrate that the 8" battalion 

will face a wide range of contingencies. Concurrent nuclear and 

conventional operations, rapidly changing missions and exten- 

sive dispersion must not degrade the battalion's ability to pro- 

vide fire support. The battalion must, therefore, be organized 

to meet the demands Imposed by the tactical nuclear scenario. 

The major organizational criteria to be met are: 

7 
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a. Exercise of positive command and control over subord- 

inate units despite wide battlefield dispersion, 

b. Ability to establish positive and redundant communi- 

cations with hipher, lower and supported force head- 

quarters. Such communications muse be established 

over long distances and should minimize vulnerability 

to the electronic warfare (E.W,) threat. 

c. Provide responsive logistics and maintenance support 

to subordinate elements, 

d. Organizational preparedness to execute non-standard 

missions. 

Ideally, the battalion should be able to meet the criteria 

without requiring internal task reorganization. An organization 

cannot be designed to meet all possible contingencies, however, 

the 8" battalion trust be organized to meet the most probabls 

contingencies with minimum internal reorganization required. 
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CHAPTER IV 

OPEHATIONS AND ORGANIZATION 

Since there has never been a tactical nuclear war, any 

discussion of the exact nature of such a war is open to chal- 

lenge. Each writer, whether a Journalist, military strategist 

or "expert" observer, has his own opinion as to the required 

force structure, tactics or even the probability of a nuclear 

war. The same writers do agree, however, that there will be a 

short, possibly even non-existent, transition perioo from con- 

ventional to nuclear combat. It is argued that with only a 

short transition period there will be no time to reorganize or 

re-posture for a nuclear battle.1 Therefore, units must bfe or- 

ganized and positioned for nuclear war without sacrificing con- 

ventional war capabilities. The units must be able to r^act 

to unforseen situations, losing neither responsiveness for 

effectiveness.  For the 8", SP battalion, this meene a simple, 

flexible organization capable of providing immediate, accurate 

and sustained fire support during conventional c? nuclear com- 

bat. 

The battlefield dynamics and field artillery techniques 

used in combat are the challenges of a European tactical nu- 

clear war. The field artillery's requirements for command and 

control, communications, target acquisition survey and service 

^■■■-Vi ^.j .._._■;..;. 
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supnort remain unchanged,  Whft now iollows Is to adapt these 

requirements to the challengefi. 

Operational Parameters 

Comnanri and Control 

The (iispersion of forces and rapidly changing mission 

renuirements will place unparalleled demands on the battalion's 

command and control system. These demands will be compounded 

if there are different echelons controlling nuclear and con- 

ventional assets.  Add the considerations of technical fire 

control for split batteries, or silent guns, and the problems 

become geometric. Currently, there are two separate, but par- 

allel, systems for tactical and technical fire control. Al- 

though they do provide redundancy, a desirable feature, they 

often lead to confusion and errors. Most field artillery bat- 

talions have adopted the rraneuver batualion concept-—a tac- 

tical operations center in an effort to eliminate the pos- 

sibility of errors. The artillory battalion operations/fire 

direction center (FDC), becomes the focal point for both tac- 

tical command and control and technical fire control. All 

other staff elements depend on the battalion FDC as the sin- 

gle point for decision makinr. The battalion commander, 

higher headouarters and supported forces all feed information 

to the PDC and action follows. This adoption of an operations 

center is only by unit standard operating procedure (SOP), and 

■ 
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not by organization (TOE). The result, while more efficient 

and responsive, does waste valuable assets. 

The firing- battery fire direction center (PDC) is sim- 

ilar in function to the battalion operations center. Most 

Significant activities, firing, displacement, warning orders, 

etc., are coordinated with the battery hVC  as a focal point. 

Again, tactical and technical fire control consoliciation at 

the battery level Is a matter of unit SOP, not organization. 

Like the battalion, the battery 14JC is short the required as- 

sets to function as an operations center. 

The 8", SP battalion should have battalion and battery 

operations centers that, by design, consolidate technical and 

tactical fire control over subordinate units; provide direction 

to other staff elements; and respond to supported force and 

higher headquarter's commanders. This operations center must 

have the capability of continuous (24 hour) operations and pro- 

vide a forward (jump) facility for short periods of time. 

Communications 

There is no change to the requirement to establish com- 

munications with higher, lower and adjacent headquarters. The 

methodology currently employed, however, is expensive in ooth 

manpower and materiel.  It is common practice to lay dual wire 

lines between battery end battalion.3 With the envisioned ais- 

persion on a nuclear battlefield, this internal requirement 

alone eouates to 36 miles of wire and two hours for installation. 

12 
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sent few dlflicultien. Were the "shoot and ficoot" technique 

to ne employed, however, wire would probably be established 

too late to be of use. 

The battalion's external wire nets are also laid with 

dual lines.5 jn this case, to division artillery and, when 

applicable, to the reinforced artillery unit. If nominal ols- 

persion is considered, then the battalion to division artillery 

wire would cost 15 miles of wire and two hours for installa- 

tion. Thus, the current wire nets require nearly 50 miles of 

wire for a single position over two thirds of the battalion's 

total wire assets. Establishment of the current wire nets on 

a nuclear battlefield would be limited to either a single in- 

stallation or require extensive wire recovery operations and 

resupply. 

The number of intra-battalion wire nets could be halved 

and adequate wire communications would be retained. That is, 

establish wire between the battery operations center and the 

battalion operations center only. This would reduce the wire 

requirement by over one third and free wire personnel to con- 

duct simultaneous recovery and laying operations. 

Radio communications nets are, like wire communications, 

over redundant in some areas, while inadequate in most others. 

Currently, the battalion operates on three Internal and thret 

external FM radio nets. Of these, only one, the battalion 
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fire direction (F) net, Is dedicated for providing fire sup- 

port. This means that, using FM communications alone, the 

battalion can respond to only one mission at a time. This 

compares with three "F" nets for each direct support artil- 

lery battalion. 

Of the remaining FM nets, one is for air defense, 

another for Corps Artillery survey and three others are com- 

bination command/fire direction (CF) nets.'  Under ideal con- 

ditions, the battalion could receive three fire requests, but 

without wire, could only respond to two missions, because 

normal GF net traffic is fairly heavy, the ideal of a free 

net would rarely occur. In an effort to reduce CF net traffic, 

most 8" battalions utilize an admin/log net for non-tactical 
o 

traffic, although such a net is not authorized by doctrine. 

The final radio communications asset is the radio tele- 

type (RTT) net. This net provides the battalion long range 

communications, normally to the fire support element at di- 

vision, but is generally misused. Too often the HTT net is 

used for long, tedious and non-essential traffic. 

The 8", SP battalion's radio nets must provide free and 

immediate access for conventional fire support requests; a 

separate and free channel for nuclear fire missions;.and other 

nets as required to accomplish normal command and control, 

A suggested wire nat and rtdio net diagram is shown in Table 

IV-1. The nets depicted would provide the required communica- 

tions .system. 
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Table   IV-1 
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Target acquisition 

The 8", tiP battalion iß not normally assigned a cireot 

support mission p.nd therefore has no requirement to provide 

forward observers to maneuver battalions. Maneuver battal- 

ions have their own organic, forward observers provided by 

the direct support artillery oattalions. There are literally 

hundreds of target acouisition agencies within the aivision 

area.  To assign forward observers to the S", bh  battalion 

wruld, therefore, be meaningless. Target acquisition capa- 

ci'itl^s would not De substantially increased ana the cost of 

forward observer teams would be prohibitive. 

The foregoing argument is true only if the target acqui- 

sition agencies are able to request fire support from the Ö", 

SP battalion. The proposed radio net configuration (Table 

IV-1), would provide that capability. 

Accuracy and .Survey Control 

There are two basic types of supporting fires provided 

by an 8*t  SP battalion pre-planned and adjusted. Generally, 

the pre-planned target locations are determined by map spot- 

ting and not by survey. Even though pre-planned targets are 

normally located on easily identifiable terrain, such as a 

road junction, accuracy is relative to the accuracy of the map 

itself and of the individual determining the coordinates. 

Adjusted fires are a much simpler, though time consum- 

ing mission. Whatever the inaccuracies in target location, 
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howitzer location or the weapon itself, all are relative only 

to the impact of the first round, «fter that, the ability of 

the forward observer ie  the determining factor. 

Delivery of accurate, non-adjusted or pre-planned fires 

remains the unresolved problem. *ith  few exceptions, pre- 

plnrned targets will continue to be fired on map-determined 

locations. The standard military maps (1:50,000) of Europe 

are extremely accurate and capable of providing coordinates 

to the nearest 10 meters. However, errors in map spotted tar- 

get locations would, for the most part, range between 50 and 

400 meters of the target's true location. There is little 

that can be done to eliminate these inaccuracies in the for- 

seeahle future. 

Howitzer location becomes a controllable factor, tlira- 

ination of positional errors will correspondingly reduce the 

inaccuracies in firing, surveyed howitzer locations are the 

ideal. Unfortunately, most position areas, like target loca- 

tions, are determined by map spotting.  Although the 8M, ^f 

battalion is authorized survey personnel, the factors of time, 

terrain and distance often preclude establishing survey con- 

trol. Periods of reduced visibility also reduce the effi- 

ciency of survey operations. 

There is also a dichotomy in field artillery survey or- 

ganisation. Direct support artillery battalions are author- 

ized two survey parties while the 8", lif  battalion is 
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authorised five. Joth  battalions have the saine general sur- 

vey reauirenents.  The 8", bl battalion cositions are usually 

more disperced; however, the total time-distances are com- 

parable .  Since the survey requirementn are einilar, It appears 

that the 8", SP battalion's authorized survey personnel should 

be comparable to the direct support battalion's authorization. 

Control to the firing batteries .ould also oe extended 

frorr one or more of the direct support battalion's survey con- 

trol points (SCP). The current practice of a separate SCP for 

the 8", SP battalion is both time consuming and illogical. 

Service support 

The application of the battlefield dynamics and the 

Army's logistical system to the organization of a unit is pro- 

bably the most complex of any area of requirements, Kost ser- 

vice support elements within the battalion are based upon either 

personnel or equipment densities. The reallocation of vehicles 

from one battery lo another may also cause a personnel reallo- 

cation. For reasons of simplicity only, service support func- 

tions will be categorized as logistics and maintenance. 

Logistics 

The major logistics burden for the 8", SP battalion is 

provision of class III and V supplies. These classes comprise 

the greatest bulk and tonnage of supplies consumed by the Dat- 

talion on a day to day basis. Since actual expenditures are 
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rierondont upon the tactical f--ituition that is, ulfitance 

travoled and rounds fired any Trojection of dally äemands 

Is purely subjective.  Certain consumrtion data is known, 

however, and can be expended to reasonable requirements. 

The battalion will consume approximately 100 gallons of 
9 

clasp III for every kilometer traveled.  This is a conser- 

vative fifrure in that it does not include fuel consumed by 

vehicles for anythlnr other than movement.  It is not uncom- 

mon for a battalion to dlsplac« 30 kilometers per day. There- 

fore, at least 3,000 gallons of fuel must ce resupplied daily. 

The battalion's ammunition resupply rate is totally de- 

pendent upon pxpenoitures which. In turn, are totally depen- 

dent upon the availability of ammunition.  If, for example, an 

available supply rate of 75 rounos/tube/cey is assumed, then 

the resupply requirement Is approximately 105 tons per day, 

With the tonnages and bulk of resur.ply required, primar- 

ily by the firing batteries, it does not appear feasible that 

a sinrle battalion element can provide adequate service sup- 

port.  The firing batteries themselves must be provided with 

the assets for their own resupply under battalion supervision. 

Maintenance 

As with logistics, the maintenance assets within the 

batteries should be increased. Again, the dispersion of sub- 

ordinate elements may render the current battalion maintenance 

section ineffective. Organizational maintenance can be 
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accorplißheci within th« lirln/: oatt^ry If the cla.s IX r,up- 

plies and trained personnel are av^ilaole.  However, the bat- 

teries are not now authorizea, by Tub., to stock repair parts. 

The adnition of parts stockare at oattery level alone would 

significantly increase the batteries' maintenance capaoility. 

Another step to increase overall maintenance efficiency 

anc. realize a simultaneous savings of manpower, would oe to 

assign the battalion maintenance section a dual mission. That 

is, the normal battalion maintenance function plUi maintenance 

for the section's parent unit. 

Finally, the staff responsibility for maintenance, the 

battalion motor officer, should oe assigned to the same unit 

as is the battalion maintenance section. If not, there is a 

broken and illogical chain of commana and responsibility. 

Self Defense 

All batteries of the 8", bP battalion have sufficient 

individual and crew served weapons to provide self defense 

against a ground attack. There is, however, no air defense 

protection organic to the firing batteries which face the 

greatest air threat. A firing oattery exposes itself to aer- 

ial observation every time it fires. Other elements of the 

battalion can utilize concealed positions that are unsuitaole 

for firing nnd remain relatively free from aerial Internictlon. 

The firing battery, «ince it is the most exposed target, should 
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nunt be tiW Intn kh« di'^^ion;.! ajr def«nfl€ warring net. 

Cr/.fri^aj.innal ConceptF 

Current Army policy stDt^a that unit develonment iß 

"...the rr-tabliL-hnert of nr orfrarl^titlon i^hose major oubor- 

fllrMta  elep«T»tfi correrporri to the functions which the unit 

punt rerlorrr', "•'0 There are reven stated principles of organ- 

izational, or unit, desifrn. Four of these are particularly 

appropriate for the problem at hand: 

a, reak up the rriGFion into its functional 
parts, 

b, Establish organization rolaMonshii: s, using 
optirum epar of control; eliminate as many 
layers, deputies, adnninir ' rators and paper 
handlers as posi-ible, 

c, Allov; for charges in rrlssior or resources, 

d, Kmohasi~e essentiality, balance, cohesion, 
flexibility and efficiency,U 

In pss^rce, orranizatioral design is accomplished by backward 

planning.  Identifying and organizing the smallest functional 

elements possible and then building toward the total organi- 

zation. 

The optimization of the 8", L>I; battalion for European 

tactic.'] nucleflr war will follow these stated principles 

wherever practicable.  However, the ability for the battalion 

to fulfill its assigned mission within the operational param- 

oters will remain foremost in the organizational design effort. 

Consideration has been riven to the battalion's TOE stated 
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capabilities and to the possibility of non-standara mission 

reauirerrerts. 

Certain functional elements within the battalion have 

been ic'entifiecJ as "modules." These elements are those whose 

personnel and equipment composition are not afiected by the 

battalion's overall organization. The "modules" are held 

constant throughout the discussion of organizational con- 

figurations. 

Additionally, the organizational extremes of one twelve- 

gun battery, twelve one-gun batteries and six two-gun bat- 

teries have all been discarded as impractical. The remain- 

ing permutations are discussed and the advantages and disad- 

vantages of each are listed, 

"Type" Battalion Organizations 

Since the total number of howitzers cannot be increased, 

there can be no increase in available fire support quantita- 

tively. Any increase in fire support will only be a result 

of increasing the availability. 

Within the limitations of available assets, primarily 

the MHO howitzer, there remain three organizational combin- 

ations. The batteries have been configured into groupings of 

either two, three or four howitzers as the firing base. These 

densities permit the requirements for command communications 

and fire direction to remain constant. Therefore, the depen- 

dent variables are the service support elements of the battery. 
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AH elmnentfl of th« "type" tytttallon or^nlsatlonti have 

been rioRlrnod with four nddltional major coi ülderatloriß: aus- 

terity, riexihillty, ßimtlicity and re.spon«i vene.sK. The re- 

sult is three proposed organizations with an inherent ability 

to accomplish all the field artillery techniques discussed. 

rieadauarters, Headquarters and Service Battery 

The rieadauarters, rieadquarters and service battery, 

Table IV-2, provider, a common command and control element 

for all "type" battalion organizations. The organization 

incorporates all eBBential elements of the current Headquar- 

ters and Headquarters battery and of the Service battery into 

a single unit structure. This permits a central location for 

all battalion operations and sup;ort activities, while redu- 

cing the total manpower and equipment requirements for the 

two current, separate elements. 

The major changes from the current organization are: 

a. Establishment of an 6-4 section with integrated ammu- 

rition, maintenance and petroleum elements. 

b. Increase the strengths and capabilities of the bat- 

talion operations section to include incorporation of b-2 and 

S-3 functions; add an Air Defense staff officer; and provide 

for supervision of the liaison and survey sections. 

c. Eliminate the battery maintenance section with the 

battalion maintenance section assuming organizational mainten- 

ance responsibility. 
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Table  IV-2 

HEAf^tbHHTEH; ,   HKAD^UäHTEIü   äNL biittVlCh; büTTLrti 
fliiLD ARTILLiW  öATI'ALION,  8"  bALF-JfuOPaLLfiiJ 

H.H&Ü 
ritry 

btry 
:iq 

«try hees 
bee 

Hq 
(Ucb 
ütry 

i-ec 
S-4 
Sec 

i'Ol 
Dec 

Coir.m 
Pit 

Kaint 
bee 

lersonnel   leouirements: 

Grade 
LTC 
MAJ 
Cl-T 
LT 

Strength 
1 
2 
8 
2 

Officer Total: 13 

1*0 Total: 2 

föTns 
I  ■ -L.C 

burv 
b££_ 

L.n 

hed 
oec 

Grade btren^th 
• Cb« 1 
IbG/MSG 5 

SFC 4 
b^G 7 

SGT/bl-S 24 
bI-4-JrVT 80 

unlisted Total: 121 
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fi, InoNmiVfi wire oomnifiloationfl personnel Nnd eciulprent 

fron fwo to tlireo teamR, 

KirlnK lotteries 

Three "type" f.'rlrr batteries have Deon orr'irlzed,  'the 

rrnjor difl'ererce beti.een the typer is the density of the Ö" 

howitzer, UP, in the oatteries. The type "ä" flrinp- battery 

conrirtf of 6 howitz^. 's, type "'.i*  4 howitzer; anü type *CU  3 

howitzers each.  In all cases, the number of firing oatteries 

is adjurtpd to brinr the battalion to a total of 1; howitzers. 

The type batteries do not represent a dramatic departure 

from the existing firing battery organization.  However, those 

chanfes considered significant are: 

a, Elimination of the firing battery ;:urvey section, 

b, Increased strength of the battery "'ire direction 

center ^onmorpurate with the requirements for sustained oper- 

'tions. 

c, Assigning an organic Air Defense (Hedeye) team to 

the firing nattery. 

The orp-arizational .schematics for type firing batteries 

'md the4 r requirements are contained in Tables IV-3 through 

IV-5. 

"Type" battalion Comparison 

The three "type" battalion organizations have common 

organizational elements for command and control, communications, 

^5 
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Table IV-3 

FIELD AHTILLEHY iiATTEHY, 8" bELP-PHOPELLED 
FIELD AHTILLEHY öATTKLION 

AHHüHElJ OH INPANTKY (VAuCtihhl^h.U)  DIVISION 
(TYPE "A": 2 Batteries of b howitzers EachJ 

pr 
Bti 

tug 
try 

I 
P.c. 
Hq 

bee 

re "PA 
btry 

btry 
Hq 

AD 
Tm Fit 

Fit 
Hq 

Kow  i. Ammo 
Sec 

Maint 
oec 

Gomm 
^»ec 

Personnel Hequirements: 
(Each Battery) 

Grade Strength 
CPT 1 
LT 3 
1SG 1 
SPG 2 
SSG 11 
SGT 16 
SP4/PVT 114 

Off. Total: k 
Enl. Total: 144 
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Table  IV-4 

FTSU) AHTILLEKX  bATThi-ii,   8"  UULF-FHOPEUiiu 
PIriLD AHTILLxSH^   tiATTALlÜM 

AHKÜHKU OK  INPAhThY   (MECHANIÜKU) DlVlblOtt 
(TXPh  "b";     3  batteries  of 4 howitzers  Kach) 

Personnel neauirements 
(Each battery) 

Grade Strength 
CPT 1 
LT 3 
1SG 1 
SPC 2 
SSG 9 
SGT 13 
SPVPV'x 85 

Off. Total: 4 
Enl. Total: 110 

, 
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Table  1V-5 

FlzlLD ARTILLB8X  bATTEiiY,   8"  b£LP«PHOP£LLED 
FIELD AHTILLEiii  BATTALIOh 

AHMÜttED Cii  II^'AiVThl   (hüCHüNI^EijJ   blVISION 
(TYPE "C":  4 Batteries of 3 HowltzerR  nach) 

(PTrlnl 
I 'try] 

T 
Hq 

1 1 
Opns 
Sec 

SW 
Sec 

How h. 

Spt 
Pit 

I Ammo I 

Pit 
hq 

Maint 
Sec 

Kess 
Sec 

Personnel Hequirements: 
(Each battery) 

Grade Strength 
CPT 1 
LT *• 3 
1SG 1 
SFG ■ 2 
SSG 8 
SOT 12 
SF4/PVT 70 

Off, Total: 4 
Enl. Total: 93 

1 

I 
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service support and adrnlnletrfttion. The variniüe oetween tho 

three hettfillonp lies prlmrily in operational capabi U tier., 

although there are M/TiJfleant dirrerenceB In perscmnel and 

ffquiprpert densities. 

The overall operational capanllities ol the three oat- 

taliorp are besically the same. Their cor.fipurationB primarily 

impact on the fncllity with which non-standard missions and 

varyinr techniques can be accomplished.  Therefore, each of the 

three confirurations have inherent operational advantages and 

disadvantages when compared with the other "type" battalions. 

Only those advantages and cii sad van tapes considered most signif- 

icant will be discussed. 

Type "A" battalion: Advantages 

The most striking advantage of this battalion configura- 

tion is the overall savings of personnel and equipment,  by re- 

ducinr the total number of batteries within the battalion there 

is H reduction in the "overhead" or supervisory positions. 

There is also a correspondinr decrease in the equipment required 

to sumort the overhead. Other advantages of the type "A" bat- 

talion are: 

a. Greater mechanic per end item density, 

h. Reduction of the battalion's span of control require- 

ment. 

c. Increased fire power per unit and, therefore, availa- 

bility. 
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d, Eaeler to mass the battalion's fires. 

Type "A" aattalion: Li sad vantages 

The major disadvantage of the Type "A" battalion is the 

Inability to aisperse, laterally, and maintain battery integ- 

rity. Consenuently, there Is an Inability to cover the entire 

division battle area without requiring time consuming cirection 

changes. Additional disadvantages are: 

a. Higher concentration of firing elements and, there- 

fore, a more lucrative counter-oattery target, 

b. Firing positions are larger and more difficult to 

conceal, 

c. Heduction of available fire support during displace- 

ments. 

d. Inability of the battalion to accept non-standard mis- 

sions such as attachment of a firing battery to another oat- 

talion. 

Type "h" Battalion: Advantages 

with the exception of the elimination of the service bat- 

tery, the type "b" battalion more closely resembles the current 

battalion configuration. Therefore, reorganization into the 

type "B" configuration would be simplified and employment in 

combat would represent little change from current concepts. 

Further, in comparison with the type "A" battalion, the follow- 

ing advantages are realized: 

■•■'-"■--'■■--'■^3"j 
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H. Greater Internl disperiion while retaining urit In- 

tegrity, 

b. Smaller, les^ lucrative, counter-battery targets, 

c. Increased available firepower during displacements, 

d. Better ability to accept non-standard missions, 

e. More easily concealed firing positions. 

Type "B" battalion: Disadvantages 

a. Reduced mech'inlc per end item density, 

b. Increased battalion span of control, 

c. More difficult to mass the battalion's fires. 

d. Reduced firepower per unit. 

Type HCH Battalion: Advantages 

This battalion's most obvious advantage is the ability to 

disperse laterally; cover the division battle area; and maintain 

unit integrity. Other significant advantages are: 

a. The smallest and least lucrative counter-bittery tar- 

ret. 

b. Easiest to conceal the firing positions. 

c. Minimal loss of available firepower during displace- 

ment. 

d. Greatest ability to accept non-standard missions. 

Type "C" Battalion: Disadvantages 

The major disadvantage of the type "CM battalion is in- 

creased equipment requirements to support the organization. 
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This dlsaavantage alone, may be an overriding factor.  However, 

the other disadvantages are: 

a. Increasec span of controls 

b. Most difficult to support logistically. 

c. Most difficult to mass fires. 

d. Reduced mechanic to end item density. 

e. Reduction of firepower per unit. 

The discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of the 

three type battalions and the illustration of personnel and 

equipment requirements are not the sole factors of the organ- 

izational process. All the battalions described are able to per- 

form fully the mission and capabilities as assigned to the cur- 

rent organization. However, it remains to be seen which type 

battalion, if any, provides the best organization. 
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Chapter V 

CONCLUSIONS UND KECCMMliNUliTIOHS 

The 8-, Si battalion, as currently orpanUed, la a time 

.roven unit. It has the ahlllty to fulfill the mission and the 

cnnahllltles as aaslpned oy the Department of the army. This 

is also true of the three battalion oonfIguratlons previously 

desorlbed. Therefore, the lour battalion or^nlzatlons are rel- 

atlvely enual. This equality may. however, »e only superficial 

on a tactical nuclear battlefield. 

To compare the current 8", S* battalion with the three 

■■type- battalions, certain overriding facets of a possible 

European nuclear war »ust oe considered. Although there is no 

complete concensus on the exact nature of the envisioned bat- 

tleflelc, three factors arc 0onsiste.nt—dispersion, respon- 

.ivenes. and austerity, bisperslon is vital for the survlva- 

Mlity of the units and necessary Cue to the extensive fron- 

tages for either conventional or nuclear combat. Hesponsive- 

„ess of units at al] echelons Is mandatory because of rapidly 

chan.lnr mission requirementa and troop positionin,,, finally, 

austerity is important due to the ever increasing costs for 

personnel and equipment. These facets must, however, be 
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axpanded to measur-p their full impact upon the Ö", i»i  battalion 

orp-nr.izatior, 

Dispersion is not just the physical location of troops 

and the distance between adjacent units. Dispersion of vital 

installfitions and assets are also required. If dispersion of 

such assets cannot be feasibly accomplishec, then a certain 

amount of redundancy must be built-in to effect continuous 

operations. 

Responsiveness and dispersion go hand in hana. That is, 

responsiveness requires the ability to control and coordinate 

the efforts of all subordinate elements. This must be accom- 

plished over great distances and with the possible loss of vital 

assets, such as intermediate headquarters. In order to provide 

responsiveness, the unit's chain of command must oe simple and 

direct. Therefore, all firing units must be accessible to 

guidance and direction from elements other than their own im- 

mediate headquarters. 

Austerity demands that units must be authorized only the 

minimum personnel and equipment required to accomplish the mis- 

sion. Yet, there is a valid requirement the units must operate 

on a continuous basis, probably without full authorized strengths 

and eauipment. 

Since the physical assets of the current battalion organ- 

ization and the three type battalions are constant, that is, 

12 howitzers etc., then the comparison must be based upon the 

5k 
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relative efl'loimcy of each orparization. Therefore, the 

meanure of efficiency IP based upon each oattfllion'e capabil- 

ities to perform under the imp«ct of dispersion, responsive- 

ness and essentiality. In order to draw any further conclu- 

sions as to the relative efficiency, identification of any 

snortconinp-s within the current battalion organization must 

first ne made. 

Command and Control 

The current organization does not always provide for a 

simple chair of command. Two staff officers cross command 

channels during normal operations.  Specifically, the S-4, a 

member of the battalion staff, is also the service battery com- 

mander.  Each position demands full and constant attention. 

The motor officer is also a member of the battalion staff, yet 

his functional element, the battalion maintenance section, is 

organic to another unit, the Service Battery,  In many cases 

the amifibility of these two officers determines the efficiency 

of maintenance operations. 

The chain of command is further complicated by an exces- 

sive span of control requirements for most battery commanders. 

Currently, the commander of the headquarter's battery has eight 

immediately subordinate elements and the firing battery comman- 

ders each have six. In both units, total control can be diffi- 

cult even under ideal field conditions. 
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The battalion commander is likewise faced with an ex- 

cessive span of control. In a fast moving situation, with 

rap'.d mission changes, continuous positive control over sub- 

ordinate elements may not be possible. 

Communications 

Generally, the current organization provides adequate 

personnel and equipment for the battalion communications re- 

quirement. There is, however, a distributuion problem of some 

assets that degrades communications efficiency. Most serious 

ie the ratio of vehicles to personnel for the battery end 

battalion wire teams. The wire sections now constituted either 

have too many personnel or too few vehicles.  The requirement 

for dispersion indicates that the latter is the case, tiy  add- 

ing the appropriate number of vehicles, the efficiency of wire 

team operations Is at least doubled. 

Survey 

The concept of each firing battery providing its own 

survey control Is sound, but may be idealistic. In most scen- 

arios the firing battery is neither close enough nor In posi- 

tion long enough for the battery survey party to extend con- 

trol to the firing position. In those cases where the situa- 

tion is static enough to allow battery level survey control, 

there is also sufficient time for the battalion survey section 

to provide contro] to the firing units. Essentially, the 
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battery survey party repreßents a squandering Of valuable inan- 

power and equipment, 

Service .Support 

Althourh there are limitations imposed by the currently 

authorized equipment densities, the oattalion's most signifi- 

cant service support problem is efficiency. First, there is 

no one rtaff e.'ement charged solely with service support. 

(The crossing of command channels by S-4/Service Battery com- 

mander and the battalion Motor Officer has been previously 

addressed.) Secondly, the elirination of class IX supply stock- 

are at the battery level has caused a dual problem. The firing 

batteries often find themselves without the spare parts to 

accomplish organizational repairs. On the other hand, the bat- 

talion maintenance section is inundated by requisitions, stock- 

age and transportation of an excessive number of spare parts. 

Finally, there is a propensity for firing batteries to out run 

2 
the logistics elements. 

The current authorization for Air Defense (Redeye) teams 

is adequate.  However, this element has only been authorized 

portable (AN/PHC-77) radios and one vehicle. If the air defense 

mission is to protect the battalion headquarters installation, 

then there is no loss of efficiency.  If, however, defense of 

the firing batteries is desired, then the air defense organi- 

zation is relatively ineffective. The limited range of the 

radios alone makes effective control by the Air Defense 
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officer doubtful. 

Unit Co-location 

It is conmor pi-aotice to co-locate the headquarters and 

service elerents of the battalion wher. in the field. Doing so 

reduces the commander's span of control and permits a greater 

decree of flexibility and responsiveness,  when ths units are 

co-located, usually the battery messes will consolidate as 

will battery maintenance sections, switchboards etc.. The 

final result is an extremely large complex and redundant po- 

sition area, A position area that is difficult to conceal 

and wastes manpower and equipment in "overhead" type activities. 

Responsiveness 

The current battalion configuration has the same fire 

support capability as any of the "type" battalions presented. 

The weapon systems limitation dictates that total available 

fire support remain constant. However, the total efficiency 

and, therefore, responsiveness of the battalion is questionable. 

Inadequate communications access to the battalion by sup- 

ported units may degrade the timeliness of fires and reduce 

total availability of fires. Finally, the extensive span of 

control imposed on the battery commander slows response to 

mission changes and displacements. 

Final Comparison 

Any single comparison of the current 8", ÜP battalion 
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;irui   UM.   "typo"   battnllomi   .rovlourly rlluouoimd   would   no  mi8- 

loa.llnr.     Compnrisonn  or mlvant-n^.s and  dliadvanUgeo,   per- 

Bonne]   ond  oquinment denriti.n,  and   the operational merit« of 

each organisation must  bo made,    while it U necessary to con- 

Bid«r e«cv; category separately,   the categories must not be 

accepted individually. 

In addition to the oreviou. identification of each oat- 

tallon's advantages and disadvantages, comparison tables for 

the other categories of consiceration are provided. An open- 

atlonal comparison, Table IV-l, details each oattalion's 

effectiveness in several functional areas. It is recognized 

that the factors presented are unweighted and, therefore, per- 

haps idealistic.  However, the evaluation of effectiveness is 

primarily subjective judgement and any attempt to weight the 

factors would lead to further subjective judgement and possibly 

oias. 

The final categories for consideration are the per- 

sonal requirements and equipment densities. Table IV-2 and 

Table IV-3 provide detailed summations of the total require- 

ments for each battalion organization. 

I 
, 
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Table V-l 

öATTALIÜN COMPÄHIbÜN:  OPEHATIONAL 
(Current Battalion Organization LGed as Standard) 

Factors Type"A" Type"b" Type-'C" Current 

Span of Control + + ■ m 

Dispersion of Assets - = ♦ — 

Firepower durine; Lis- _ _ ■f = 
placement 

Time/Space during fiove- _ = -♦• 
ment 

Communications access + + + 

Communications Keniindancy = = = 

Ease of Logistical Support + = - 

Maintenance + + + 

Air Defense + + + 

Survey Control -/= -/= -/= 

Target Kcquisitior = = = 

Non-standard Kissions - = + 

Responsiveness + + + 

Firepower Per Unit + « « 
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Table V-2 

HEW.UIKEK.ENTb CüMl-iiHlbüN:    PBHSüNNEL 

Battalion strengths 

Grade                              Type  "a"         TyT)e"Bw T.Ype"C" 

LTG                                           1                          * 1 

MAJ                                         2                        2 2 

OPT                                      10                     li 12 

LT                                          8                     11 1^ 

WO                                            2                        2 2 

CbM                                           111 

1SG/WSO                                7                       8 9 

SFC                                             8                        10 12 

SSG                                   29                    3^ 39 

SGT/SP5                           56                   63 72 

SPi* thru PVT                 308                    335 360 

Subtotals: 

OPFICEh 21         25 29 

WARRANT üPFl O'iti 2          2 2 

ENLISTED W       ^51 ^93 

Total Strenrth:    432       478 524 

Current* 

1 

2 

11 

13 

2 

1 

9 

16  ■ 

46 

74 

340 

27 

2 

486 

515 

♦ Prom Table II-l, p. 15. 
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Table  V-3 

HEQUIttEMENTS  COhl-AHISüN:     EQUIPMENT 

Equipment 

Nomenclature Model 

Battalion Quantities 

Type "A"  T.VT)e"b"* TypeMCl 

Truck, Util.. 4t M151 
Trailer, at 

Truck, Cargo, l^t M56I 
♦♦♦Trailer, It 

Truck, Cargo, 2^t M35A2 
Trailer, 1ft 
Trailer, water 

Truck, Van, 2jt      M109A3 

Truck, Cargo, 8t M520 

Truck, wrecker,  M553 
IGt 

Carrier, Car^o,  M548 
6t 

Carrier, C.l.    K577 

Howitzer, 8"     MHO 

Recovery Vehicle M578 

Recovery Vehicle M88 

Maohinegun, 50 Ca3. M2 

Machlnegun, 7.6aranM60 

Launcher, Gren.  M203 

PADAC M18 

Radio Set      AN/üRC-142 

Radio Set      AN/PSC-?? 

14 
2 

17 
0 

Ik 
10 
3 

2 

18 

1 

12 

4 

12 

2 

1 

15 

28 

25 

3 

4 

8 

62 

17 
3 

21 

17 

3 

16 

1 

12 

5 

12 

2 

1 

15 

31 

31 

4 

5 

10 

Current^ 

20 
4 

18 
3 

1 21 
1 

20 
16 
5 

20 
8 
5 

4 3 

18 18 

1 1 

12 12 

6 5 

12 12 

2 2 

1 1 

15 15 

35 31 

37 39 

5 5 
6 5 

12 12 
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Table V-3  (oont.) 

Equipment ■ 

Nomenclature Model Type"A" Type"BM Tyoa"C" Current** 

Radio Set AN/VRC-4e ' 15 20 25 23 

Hadio Set AN/VRC-^7 6 7 8 6 

hadio Set AN/VRG-49 1 1 1 1 

Radio Set AN/VRC-6^ 3 3 3 3 

Remote Set AN/ÜRA-?9 12 15 18 18 

Switchboard Sö-22 k 5 6 6 

Telephone TA-26^/Pa, 2 2 2 2 

Telephone TA-312/PT 66 79 92 86 

TSEC KW-7 k 5 6 5 

TSEC KY-38 15 18 21 18 

TSEC K1K-28 11 14 17 10 

Though some equipment densities do exceed  the current 
authorization,  the overall  costs would  be less. 

From Table  II-2,  pp.   16-17. 

***:    Trailer,   Cargo,   (lit) with generators lor niN/CihC-1^2 
are not included. 

*-„ 
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Conclusions 

The examlratior. of the Europefan tactical nuclear envi- 

ronment has revealed two significant criteria. These are the 

requirements for unit dispersion arc the ability to re; iord 

to rapid mlnsion changes and direction from more than one 

headquarters.  These criteria place severe demands on the 8U
t 

SP battalion, yet the field artillery's total requirements 

are not sip-nificantly altered.  The artillery techniques of 

dedicated batteries, silent puns and split batteries ere not 

radical departures from those techniques currently practiced 

or from those perfected during the Viet l\am conflict, 

bince the European tactical nuclear environment neither 

significantly alters the total battalion requirements nor 

demands radical artillery techniques, no single or major ce- 

ficiency in the current 8", SP battalion organisation could 

be identified. Therefore, the battalion as presently config- 

ured is capable of providing effective fire support during 

tactical nuclear combat in the European theater. 

Although the battalion is considered capable, the short- 

comings in command channels, communications, logistics, main- 

tenance and survey demonstrate that there is organizational 

inefficiency. In essence, the current 8", SP battalion is 

capable, but not optimal. However, the three type battalions 

have reduced, if not eliminated, the organizational short- 

comings.  By doing so, the type battalions are more efficient 
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orrnniZHtionB  'inr! thererore each approachey an 01 timum con- 

fl^urntioii. 

The ellminfttlon of Inefficiency was «ocompliEhed, pri- 

marily, throurH the reorganisation of the headquarterc bat- 

tery nnd service oattery elements into a single unit. The 

proposed headouarters, headourrters and service battery was 

held constant in all "type" battalion organizations. There- 

fore, on the basis of efficiency «lone, all "type" battalions 

merit consideration for adoption. 

The different combinations of howitzers per battery and 

batteries per battalion does filter each battalion's overall 

effectiveness,  A synthesis of the preceding: discussions of 

the type battalions .yield the fo"!lowing general conclusions: 

The type "A" battalion, consisting of a headquarters, 

headquarters and service oattery and two firing batteries, 

realizes the most rinrjficant savings of personnel and equip- 

ment. However, these savings are offset by the oattalion's 

inability to provide fire support over extended frontages 

while maintaining unit integrity. 

The type "B" battalion, consisting of a headquarters, 

headouarters -nd bervice battery and thre», firing batteries, 

realizes personnel and some equipment savings. This battalion 

approximates the current organization which would simplify 

adoption. 

The  type   "C"  battalion,   consisting of a headquarters. 
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hefidqufirterfj and cervlce battery and tour firing batteries, 

would allow greater unit dispersion and V'.ould be, inherently, 

a more flexible unit. However, this battalion configuration 

greatly exceeds the current equipment authorizations and 

must, therefore, be rejected as a viable alternative. 

In final analysis it becomes apparent that the type 

HB" battalion organization is the optimum 8", bt1 battalion 

configuration for the tactical scenario described. The pro- 

posed battalion presents a number of advantages over the cur- 

rent organization: 

Reduced personnel and equipment reouirements. 

A more efficient and responsive commana structure, 

Reduced span of control at both battalion and battery 

levels. 

Recommendation 

The proposed 8", SP battalion organization should be 

considered for adoption. Unit design should be directed to- 

ward an Army wide standard and not any particular set of tac- 

tical conditions. However, the demands for unit dispersion, 

mobility and survivability in the European scenario are sim- 

ilar to the demands envisioned in other geographic areas. 

Therefore, the 8", sr battalion optimized for European 

tactical nuclear combat does not represent a divergence from 

the principle of standardized units. When adopted, the pro- 

posed organization, as detailed in Table V-4 and Table V-5, 
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should not be limited to the European theater. 

Other FincUnjis 

During the course of research for the examination of 

the B*. SF battalion orr«nization. a number of BhortcominRs 

ln ,Jy  doctrine care to light. Although these failings are 

heyond the sco^e of this research effort, th.y do deserve 

mention. It is hored that by identifying these problem 

ar.as. future research efforts might be directed toward re- 

solvinp the failings. 

Survey Control: The survey parties organic to the di- 

virio^ artillery are the only division assets capable of es- 

tablishlng survey control within trie division area. Meld 

artillery survey is dedicated to the establishment of a com- 

.on rrid to the firing end target acquisition elements of the 

division artillery.1 There has been no effort to estaolish 

a common grid for all target acauisition means organic to the 

division.^ Of rarticular interest are the ground surveillance 

radars, organic to the maneuver battalions. These a.sets 

fire r.o^ tied into the field artillery survey system.  It is 

doubtful that, without a common grid system, accurate unob- 

served fires could be placed on targets located by radars 

other than those organic to division artillery. 

Direct bupport Maintenance: The 8«, bi battalion is 

habitually associated with a particular direct support main- 

tenance company as are other elements of the division.  This 
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.rmutlor leads to .noother ann closer working paUtlonshlpe 

B,W..r the unit, and U an excellent concept. Kceven. unlike 

the brlfrade. and direct support antlllery battalions, clrect 

support maintenance lor the 8". .1 battalion Is provided fron, 

the diviBion rear area. 

The dl.crepanoy in the doctrine is primarily that of dis- 

tance.  The distances netween the battalion ana maintenance 

suprort are usually three times that of other unit, within 

the division (15-30kin vs. <-10km). Contact teams, while ex- 

tremely effective, do not completely rectify the proolem. 

Ammunition HeBUpply: The current doctrine of one amnu- 

nitlon Supply Point (A.r) per division, which is locateo near 

the division rear boundry, appears to oe insufficient.  * 

sinFle Abi- for a division becomes an extremely lucrative tar- 

get for lonr ranre fires and for air interdiction, ndoitionally, 

the distance from the Abi to the using units is excessive.  Per- 

sonal experience has found that a round trip ammunition re- 

supply nission requires four hours or more.  The battalion is 

capable of firing the entire authorized ammunition load, 100 

rounds per howitzer, in four hours. 
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Table V-4 t 

HEALWUAHTEH;. ,   H£AI)(iüAHTGHb «ND bfc.hVlCii üü'nüHi 

Paragraph 01,  Battalion Headquarters 
Personnel: 

Position Grade 

battalion Cmdr. 05 
Exec. Officer 04 
S-3 Ok 
Comm. Officer 03 
s-a 03 
S-k 03 
CbM E9 

MQS 

01193 
01193 
52162 
00205 
02200 
04010 
00i50 

UtryriKth 

Paragraph 02,   mattery Headquarters 
Persornel: 

Total: 

Positior Grade rios Strength 

riattery Cmdr. 
First Sergeant 
Lrit Clerk 
Lt. Veh, Driver 

03 
E8 
E5 
B3 

02900 
13«50 
75ö20 
13B10 

1 
1 
1 
1 

T otal: k 

Eoulpnert: 

Nomenclature Mod_ el. Quantity 

Launcher,   Grenade,   40mm 
hadio Set 
Radio Set 
Telephone 
Truck,   Utility,   tt. 
TSEC 
TSEC 

H203 
AIv/VKC-46 
>ii\7VrtC-47 
TA-3X2/PT 

KY-38 
KYK-28 

1 
2 
1 
1 
3 
2 
1 

Paragraph 01, battery Supply Section 
Personnel: 

Position        Grade 
Supply Sergeant    E5 

MÜS 
76X40 

Strength 
1 
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Table V-4 (cont.) 

Position 

Armorer 

Grade 

E4 

Total:    2 

Equipment: 

Nomenclature 

Trailer, water, 400 pal 
Truck, Cargo, 2$t. 

Paragraph 04, Mess Section 
Personnel: 

Position 

Dining Pac. Kgr, 
First Cook 
First Cook 
Cook 
Cook's helper 

Grade 

E? 
E6 

E4 
E3 

Equipment: 

Nomenclature 

Kachinegun, 7.62mm 
Trailer, Cargo, lit. 
Truck, Cargo, 2it. 

larapraph 05, S-l Section 
Personnel: 

Position Crade 

Personnel Stf. NCO  E7 
Clerk Typist      Ek 

Model 

M35A2 

Model 

M60 

M35A2 

MUS 

9kbk0 
94a20 
94b20 
9ko20 
94D10 

Total: 

75*40 
71B30 

Total: 

Quantity 

1 
1 

Strength 

1 
1 
2 
1 
1 

Quantity 

1 
1 
1 

Strength 

1 
1 
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Table  V-U  (c;ont.) 

Parngraph 06,  S-4 .Section 
Personnel: 

POP it: Ion 

Supply Serrennt 
Surply Specialist 
Supply Clerk 
Lt. Veh. Lriver 

Equipment: 

Nomenclature 

Grade 

E7 

E3 

MÜS 

76Y'K) 

76^10 
64C20 

Total 

Model 

Launcher, Grenade, 40r'm  M203 
Kachinegun, 7,62rr.m       M60 
Radio Set hh/VRC-kb 
Truck, Cargo, 2$t. M35A2 
Truck, utility, at.      M151 

Grade 

Paragraph 07, lol Section 
Personrel: 

Position 

Section Chief 
Lt. Veh. Driver 

Eq u i pmer. t: 

Nomenclature 
Machinegun, 7.62mm 
Tank and Pump Unit 
Tank Unit (trlr. Mtd.) 
Trailer, Cargo, l^t. 
Truck, Cargo, 2^t, 

Paragraph 08, Ammunition Train 
Personnel: 

Position Grade 

Ammunition Off.     02 

64C30 
64C20 

Total: 

Model 

M35A2 

MQS 

04510 

Strength 

1 
1 
1 
2 

Quantity 

1 
1 
1 
2 
1 

Strength 

1 
2 

(Quantity 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 

Strength 

1 
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Table V-4 (cont.) 

lORltion Grade 

Anmo, SUP. Sgt, E6 
Arrmo. Sec. Chief E5 
hvy. Veh, Lriver E4 
Armunitlon Apent E^ 
Ammunition Clerk Ek 
Ammo, Handler El 

Equipment: 

Komenclature 

MOS 

13b40 
13a40 
64C30 
13B10 
71c20 
13bl0 

Koäel 

Launcher,   Grenade, ^Orrm    M203 
Machinegun,   7.62mm M60 
hadio Set Ah/VhC-46 
Truck,   Cargo,   8t. M520 
Truck,  Utility,   it, M151 
TSEC Ky38 

i-aragraph 09,  Maintenance Section 
Personnel: 

Position 

Motor Off. 
Kaint. Tech. 
Mo^or Sergeant 
Sh Recov. Veh. 
SH Track Veh. 
Generator Pech 
Track Veh. Mec 
Hecov. Veh. Op 
Fll Clerk 
Equin. Kaint. 
Welder 
wrecker Oper. 
Track Veh, Mec 

Grade 

Total 

03 
Wl 
E8 

Op. E5 
Kech .E5 
• tik 
h. E4 
> E4 

E4 
Clk. Ek 

E4 
E4- 

h. E3 

MOS 

00600 
631AO 
63CU0 
63F20 
63040 
52B20 
63020 
63^20 
76S20 
71T20 
44C20 
63^20 
63A10 

Strength 

1 
3 
b 
J 
1 

12 

25 

kuantity 

3 
3 
1 
o 
1 
1 

Total 

strength 

1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
2 
k 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

n 
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Table  V-4  (cont.) 

Equlpirent: 

Komenclature Model 

Launcher,   Grenade,   40nm      K203 
Machinefrun,   .50 cal, K2 
Hario .Set AN/VhC-46 
Rariio oet KN/VhC-64 
Recovery Veh,,  it. M578 
Recovery Veh.,   Hvy, I;)88 
Trailer,   Car^o,   l*t. 
Truck,   Carpo,   2*t. M35A2 
Truck,   utility,   it. M151 
Tr'-ck,   wrecker,   10t, M553 

Paragraph 10,   Communications Platoon hqs. 
Personnel: 

quantity 

2 
3 
1 
3 
2 
1 
1 
2 
l 
1 

lopjtion        Grad e 
Commun. Chief     E0 
benior Kess. Clk.  E4 
Message Clerk    E3 

31G50 
36K20 
36K20 

strength 

1 
1 

Total: 

Equipment: 

Nomenclature Model 

Launcher,   Grenade,   ^Orrim      K203 
Radio oet Au/VhC-^9 
Helote  .^et KN/Gxirt-39 
Telephone TA-312/PT 
Truck,   Utility, 5t.                M151 
T^tLC Ki-38 
TüEC ^K-28 

quantity 

1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 

Paragraph 11, Radio Teletype Section 
l-prs'onrel: 

Forition 
Section Chief 
Team Chief 
HTT OF 

Grad e 
E5 
E 
£- t 

ms 
05F40 
05^0 
05F20 

strength 
1 
1 
4 
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Eauipment: 
Nomenclature 

Table V-4 (cont.) 

Model 

Generator Set(trlr,Mtd) 
Radio Set MN/üaC-142 
Telephone TA-312/PfX 
Truck, Carro, l$t.    M561 
TS£C KW-? 

Paragraph 12, 3 Wire Sections 
Personnel: 

Position Grade 

Section Chief Eb 
ivire Team Chief E5 
SB Tac Wire Op.Sp. E^ 
SH Field Swbd. Üp. E4 
Field Swbd. Op. E? 
Tac wire üpns, Sp. E3 

^uart t i ty 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

HOS btrenKth 

36K40 
36K^O 
36K20 
36K20 
3bK20 
36K20 

1 
2 
3 
1 
1 
6 

Total 14 

Equipment: 

Nomenclature 

F.achinepun, 7.D2mm 
Hadio Set 
Switchboard 
Telephone 
Truck, Carro, Itt. 

Model 

Launcher, Gren., 40mm  M203 
M60 

AN/1HC-77 
Sr>-22/PT 
Tä-312/PT 

M561 

Farapirfiph 13,  Operations Section 
Personnel: 

quantity 

3 
3 
2 
1 

12 
3 

losition Grade MOS Strength 

Fire Dir. Uff. 03 51193 
battalion S-2 03 59301 
A.D. Staff Off. 02 01174 
Operations Sgt. E8 134550 
Intelligence Sgt. ES 13*50 
Chief, Fire Dir. E7 13E40 
A.D. Staff NCO E6 16P40 
Fire Dir. Conp. E5 13^20 
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Table V-4 (cont.) 

Position Grade MOS 

SH PADAC Mech. E5 31B30 
Chart Operator E4 13E20 
FADAC Mech, E4 31B3Ü 
Driver/RTO E3 13B10 
Clerk Typist E3 71b30 

Equipment: 

Nomenclature Model 

Carrier, CP M577 
FADAC M18 
hadio Set AN/VHC-46 
Radio Set AN/VRC-^7 
Ren-ote Set AN/GRA-39 
Switchboard- Sb-22/PT 
Telephone TA-264/PT 
Telephone TA-312/P,l, 

Truck, Car^o, 1st • M561 
Truck, Cargo, at. M151 
TSEC KY38 
TSEC KYK-28 

Total 

Strength 

1 
3 
1 
3 
1 

20 

Quantity 

2 
1 

2 

2 
2 

10 
1 
1 
k 
2 

Paragraph 14, Liaison Section 
Personnel: 

( 

! 

Position Grade MOS Strength 

Liaison Officer 
Liaison Sgt. 
Liaison Sp. 

03 
E6 
E4 

01193 
13E40 
13E20 

Total: 

1 
1 
1 

3 

Equipment: 

Nomenclature Model Huantity 

Launcher. Gren,, 
Radio Set 
Remote Set 
Telephone 

40mm M203 
üN/VHC-47 
AN/GRA-39 
T/i-312/PT 

1 
1 
1 
1 

Trailer, Cargo, 4t, 
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.Nomenclature 

Table  V-4  (cont.) 

Model 

Truck,  Utility,   3t. 
TSEC 
TiiEC 

Paraerraph 15, Survey Section 
Personnel: 

Position 

Survey Chief 
Survey Computer 
Instrument Op. 
Survey Recorder 

Equipment: 

Nomenclature 

Grade 

E6 
E5 
£4 
E4 

Launcher, Gren., 40mm 
Machinegun, 7,62mm 
Radio Set 
Truck, Cargo, l^t. 

Paragraph 16, Medical L-ection 
Personnel: 

Position Grade 

Physician'G Asst.  vvl 
Sect. Sergeant 
Sen. Med, Aidman 
Battery Airiman 

E6 
E5 
Eh 

Equipment: 

Komerclature 

M151 
KY-38 
KYK-28 

hüb 

82C40 
82CifO 
82C20 
82C20 

Total 

Mooel 

M203 
M60 

AN/PRC-77 

M56I 

MÜS 

Total: 

Model 

Truck, Carpo l§t,(Amb)   M56I 

76 

wuan t i t.v 

1 
1 
1 

strength 

1 
2 
3 
3 

quantity 

1 
1 
2 
2 

Strength 

911A0 1 
91X340 1 
91b20 1 
91b20 3 

quantity 

1 
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Table V-5 

Field Artillery battery 

Parnpraüh 01, mattery Hesdouarters 
t>rronnel: 

3opition Grade 

battery  Comrranric 
Pirnt Serpeant 
Init  Clerk 
Lt,   Veh.  Driver 

T 03 • 
E8 

E3 

Eauipment: 

^omenclature Model 

Launcher,   Gren,, 
Radio Liet 
Herrote  Set 
Telephone 
Truck,   Utility, 
TI.EG 

it. 

K203 
AN/VhC-47 
AN/ü-iA-39 
TA-312/FT 

M151 
KY-38 

01193 
13Z50 
75B20 
13B1() 

Total 

^trenpjth 

1 
1 
1 
1 

Quantity 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

Fsrapraoh 02, Pirinp battery headquarters 
FerRonnel: 

lop.i tinn Grace 

Exec,  Officer 
Chief,   Firing Btry 
F.A,   Recorder 

02 
E7 
E^ 

Enuinment: 

Norrenc] a tu re IviOcel 

Launcher,   Gren,,   ^•Omn' 
Hadio Sec 
Telephone 
Trailer,   Care-o,   ^t. 
Truck,  Utility,   St. 

M203 
ANAHC-^6 
TA-312/PT 

M151 

MOb 

01193 
13b^0 
13bl0 

strength 

1 
1 
1 

Total: 

quantity 

1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
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Table V-5 (cont.) 

Paragraph 03, Operations Section 
Fersornel: 

Fire Dir. Off. 
Chief, Fire Dir. 
F.b.   Computer 
Chart Operator 
Carrier uriver 

Equipnert: 

Korencl iture 

Car'ier,   CP 
FaLAC 
Haciio Set 
Rerrote  Set 
Swi tchhoard 
Telephone 
Truck,   Cargo,   lit 
TSEC 
TSEC 

Oraci e MOS Strength 

02 01193 1 
E6 13E40 1 
E5 13E40 2 
Ek 13E20 3 
E3 13ii,10 1 

Total: 

hod el 

M577 
Ml 8 

AN/VHC-46 
AN/ÜHA-39 
Sb-22/PT' 
TA-312/iT 

M563 
KY-38 
KiK-28 

Paragraph Ok,   Special  weapons  section 
Personnel: 

Pogitlor Grade 

Assembler E4 

Equipment: 

1'iomenclature 

Launcher, Gren,, ^Omm 
Telephone 
Treller, Cargo, l*t 
Truck, L.hop Van, 2^t 

13^10 

Total: 

Kodel 

K203 
TA-312/PT 

K109A3 

quantity 

1 
1 
2 
2 
1 

1 
2 
1 

Strength 

k 

quantity 

I 
2 
] 
1 
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Table V-5  (oont.) 

Fnratrrnrh 0^,   'i  howitzer .jectionß 
FerBonnel: 

loFJtion ürnde 

L>pction Chief E6 
Gunner ^5 
Asst,  Gunnpr £4 
Carrlpr Driver E^ 
Howitzer Driver E^ 
Cennoneer E3 

13b^ü 

13b2ü 
13B10 
13B10 
13010 

Equipment: 

Korrencl^ture 

Carrier,   Carp-o,   6t, 
Howitzer,   8",   SP 
Machinep-un,   .50 cal. 
Kachinefrun,   ?,62inTr 
Telephone 

Faraerraph  06,   Air Defense Team 
Personnel: 

Model 

M5^8 
Ml 10 
M2 
K.60 

TA-312/PT 

Position 

hedoye Teap Chief 
HedeyeGunner 

Equipnent: 

Mompnclature 

Hadio Set 

Grade 

E5 16P40 
lbP20 

Model 

AN/PHC-77 

Paragraph 07, .Support Platoon headquarters 
Personnel: 

Position Grade 

platoon Leader      02 
Supply Sgt,        E5 

MÜS 

01193 
76X40 

79 

Total: 

Strength 

32 

52 

Quantity 

Strength 

1 
1 

Total: 

i^uantity 

1 

Strength 

1 
1 
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Posltlon Grade 

Arrroror 
Lt.   Veh.  Driver E3 

Equipment: 

Nomenclature 

Table V-5 (cont.) 

Model 

Launcher, Gren., ^Ornm M203 
Radio Set AN/VhC-46 
Trailer, Water, 400 gal. 
Truck, Cargo, 2it, M35A2 
Truck, Utility, tt. M151 

Paragraph OB, Ammunition Section 
1ersonnel: 

Position Grade 

Section Chief E6 
SH hvy. Veh. Driver E5 
Hvy Veh. Driver E4 
Ammo Hanoier E3 

V6Y30 
13öl0 

MÜS 

13^40 
64C30 
Ö4C30 
13B10 

-itrenKth 

1 
1 

Total: 

quantity 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

^tren£th 

1 
1 
3 
8 

Total:  13 

Equipment: 

Nomenclature 

Launcher, Gren., 40mm 
Machinegun, 7.62ram 
Truck, Cargo, 8t. 

Model 

M203 
M60 
M520 

Paragraph 09, Maintenance Section 
Personnel: 

Position Grade 

Motor Sergeant E6 
SH Track Veh. Mech. E5 
Track Veh. Mech. E4 
Trt, Arty. Mech. E4 
Equip. Ma int. Clerk E4 

MOS 

63C40 
63C40 
63C20 
13^30 
71T20 

quantity 

2 
2 
4 

^tren^th 

1 
1 
3 
2 
1 

80 
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Position 

PI I Clerk 
Generator Hech, 
M*»ch, Helper 

Table V-5 (cor.t,) 

Grade JSS^i 

EU 
E4 
ET 

76o^0 
52o20 
63H10 

Total 

strength 

1 
1 
1 

11 

Enuirmert: 

Nomenclature 

Kachlnepun, 7,62mm 
Trailer, Carpo, l*t. 
Truck, Carro, Zft. 

Model 

F.60 

M35A2 

FarapTHrh 10, Gommunicatiorit; section 
Fersonnel: 

TOFItion Grade 

Gommun, Chief ^ 
Harilo Tm, Chief E5 
ri'l'T Operator E^ 
S H Tac. wire Onn s.üp, EU 
Tac, .vire 0t5ns, Sp, El 

Mo 

31G40 
Ö5FU0 
OSK'UO 
36K20 
36^20 

quantity 

1 
1 
1 

btren^th 

1 
1 
2 
1 
2 

Total:  7 

Equipnent: 

Noffenclature Nodel 

Generator Set (trlr. Ktc.) 
Hadio bet 
Radio bet 
Telephone 
Truck, Carp-o, l^t. 

Paragraph 11, Hess Section 
tersonnel: 

AN/PHC-77 
Tü-312/P'i' 

K561 

1osition 

Dining Pac, f'gr. 
First Cook 

Grad e 

E7 
E6 9Ub20 

quantity 

1 
1 
1 
5 
3 

btrenRth 

1 
1 

81 
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Position 

First Cook 
Cook 
Cook's  helper 

Equipment: 

Nomenclature 

Table  V-5   (cont.) 

Grad e MQä 

E 
E 
E3 

Trailer, Cargo, l^t. 
Truck, Cargo, 2^t, 

Model 

■i 

M35A2 

94B20 
94620 
9i4-B10 

otrer.Kth 

1 

1 

Total 

Quantity 

1 
1 

82 
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